
Promo Legality:

Big Doc's Casino – Big Doc's Casino has a MoH Bug, and as such is considered Legal in any format 
MoH is Legal in. Big Doc's Casino is not legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Crawford Talmadge – Crawford has a Star bug. He is legal for all formats except Boot Hill and Boot 
Hill Extended.

Eureka?!? - Although Eureka?!? has a star bug, the card was released in Episode 9 and reprinted. 
Eureka?!? is considered legal in any format the original, or a reprint is considered legal in, Eureka?!? is 
legal in Boot Hill Extended (although that doesn't mesh with the storyline... oh well.)

Eye of the Storm - Eye of the Storm has a Star bug and is considered legal in any format.

Harrowed Kenny – Harrowed Kenny has a Star bug and is considered Legal in any format “Kenny” is 
considered Legal in.

Hit Me – Hit Me has a Star bug and is considered legal in any format.

“Inquest” Joker – Although it is an alternative art card and has a Star bug, it is considered a normal 
Joker, and legal in every format the normal Joker is legal in.

Jack's Left Shooter – Jack's Left Shooter has a Diamond bug. It was intended to be printed in Episode 
9, and is treated for legalities sake, as though it appears only in Episode 9. Jack's Left Shooter is legal 
in Boot Hill Extended.

Law Dogs: Mob Justice – This card is considered to be part of Do Unto Others and is legal in any 
format DUO is legal in.

Lilith Vandekamp EX – Lilith has a MoH Bug, and as such is considered Legal in any format MoH is 
Legal in. Lilith is not legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Lucky Rabbit's Foot – Lucky Rabbit's Foot has a Star bug and is considered legal in any format.

No Mas – No Mas has a Star bug and is considered legal in any format.

Raymond Armstong - Although Raymond has a star bug, the card was released in Episode 7 and 
reprinted later. Raymond is considered legal in any format the original, or a reprint is considered legal 
in, Raymond is legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Reading the Stars – Reading the Stars has a MoH Bug, and as such is considered Legal in any format 
MoH is Legal in. Reading the Stars is legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Start Again – Start Again has a Star bug and is considered legal in any format.

Stop the Presses - StP has a MoH Bug, and as such is considered Legal in any format MoH is Legal in. 
StP is legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Strange Days - Strange Days has a MoH Bug, and as such is considered Legal in any format MoH is 



Legal in. Strange Days is legal in Boot Hill Extended.

Veteran of the West – Veteran of the West is an HEG Fan card but has a Star bug and is considered legal 
in any format except Limited Standard.

Veteran of the Weird West – Veteran of the Weird West is an HEG Fan card but has a Star bug and is 
considered legal in any format except Limited Standard.

TCP Cards - 
TCP Cards (identifiable by the star in the circle bug) are HEG Fan Cards, and are considered to be a set 
in the Boot Hill block. This makes all TCP cards legal in Standard, Boot Hill Extended, and Boot Hill. 
For physical versions of the cards, depending on the printing and your event organizers rules, you will 
likely be required to use sleeves. If you are playing them as “print and play,” you will be required to 
either proxy them into the deck using AEG/WotC printed cards (For example, clearly marked Ghost 
Rock Cards) or use sleeves. It is illegal in an event (and based on the Creative Commons License HEG 
uses) to alter the cards in any way from their released form.

Two-Pack/Pulp Heroes Cards - 
These cards are identifiable by the “Greek Beta symbol” as their bug. These are HEG Fan cards and are 
not intended to be played in ANY constructed format. The cards have duplicate abilities of other 
released cards and may have severe balance issues in a constructed format. They can be used in most 
sealed formats. (At this time, they have not been tested in Cube, if you get the chance to do so, please 
let us know how they worked out!)
For physical versions of the cards, depending on the printing and your event organizers rules, you will 
likely be required to use sleeves. If you are playing them as “print and play,” you will be required to 
either proxy them into the deck using AEG/WotC printed cards (For example, clearly marked Ghost 
Rock Cards) or use sleeves. It is illegal in an event (and based on the Creative Commons License HEG 
uses) to alter the cards in any way from their released form.

OTHER FAN CARDS AND SETS - 
These are not supported by HEG's tournament standards. It is completely up to your Tournament 
Organizer when and how you will utilize them. HEG encourages creativity and fan works, but HEG 
extensively play-tests our cards and gets a lot of review and feedback before we release a card, we 
cannot guarantee the same of other fan releases.


